AGENDA

1) Eric Thornton - WNCC

WNCC would like to talk about changing the prerequisite message a student gets when they have not fulfilled a prerequisite. WNCC would like the message to say something in addition like, "Please refer to class catalog for more details"

2) Jim Carson - UNR

UNR noticed that our Class Schedule Extract process used to produce the paper version USRC SCHX has not be displaying Special Fees when the fee is "Per Credit", apparently for that past 5 years. There have been very few classes, in only two departments, but nobody has said anything. So, we'd like to add functionality to properly display the per credit class fee. The "FEE $30" (for example) line has been showing correctly since the beginning.

The logic would need to be changed to something like:
Go to CLCH for the term/class key.
If there is no record, then there are no fees - flat or per credit - else, If there is a CLCH record, go to CALC for the term/class key and option code **. Then, if the calc method is 'F' use the existing logic to sum the flat fees otherwise if the calc method is 'U', add new logic for a per credit fee. Go to CHRG to get the short name of the fee. Put on the class schedule extract a value that reads "FEE (short name from CALC)".

3) Karen Emptage - UNLV

SSRRNCHB - Alphabetic Roster Name Change - allows for only 5 terms and we should be running this for all 6 terms if there will be ROSA records for all 6 terms: 20071, 20074, 20072, 20075, 20073, 20076.

4) Karen Emptage - UNLV

SSRSSUPB – Adjust Student Status ("NW to CN"). If other schools run this, how do you work around not changing new admits (NW) for spring 20071 to continuing (CN) – provided they have a TOOK record in fall 2006 (could be transfer work) since the admit term parameter in the batch does not exclude the admit term, if entered, but includes it.

Example: (run 1/10/2007 after fall grades posted to update Spring)

TOOK TERM 20063
ADMIT TERM blank
TSTA UPDATE TERM 20071